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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 7.0.1.4 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 7.0.1.4 is now available for download. All of the program 
7.0.1.0 updates to this version have taken care of all of issues that were found at 
the end of 2020 and we are ready to move forward into 2021. 
 
This 7.0.1.4 version contains the inclusion of the new IWWF and AWSA Boat 
Path requirements of IWWF rule 8.15. The AWSA Technical Committee with the 
approval of the AWSA Board of Directors has approved the use of the SurePath 
system for all AWSA class E, L, R tournaments effective immediately. 
 
This Newsletter will stand as your published “How to Use” the new 
WaterSkiConnect system in WSTIMS and how you will score your Slalom 
(mandatory) and Jump (optional for 2021) events going forward. 
 
 

Using WaterSkiConnect And SurePath Boat Path Data In WSTIMS 
 
The following tutorial is for you to have a “How to Use It” manual for using the 
new WaterSkiConnect And SurePath Boat Path Data In WSTIMS. The majority of 
this information will be processed automatically in the background while you are 
doing your usual scoring of events in a tournament. There are two sections in this 
manual. 

1. Slalom is required to be used in all IWWF class L and/or R tournaments 
this year per IWWF rule 8.15. 

2. To make the Slalom and Jump module work as designed and to have the 
data collected immediately, it is required that all of the events be scored 
in “REAL TIME” which means as it happens immediately on a pass by 
pass basis. There has to be a scorer working each event and you cannot 



go ski or have lunch or go potty and come back later and catch up with 
the “Real Time” scoring. This is not the same as the “Live Scoring” 
option that transmits the scoring data to the general public through the 
WSTIMS Water Ski Results website. 

3. The Jump module is for reference usage only at this time, but we 
encourage you to use it so that you will be ready to go when it actually 
does become mandatory. This knowledge will be very useful when you 
give feedback to WSTIMS about the kinks and quirks that you 
experience using the Jump section, besides it will give you something 
else to do! 

The first part of this tutorial will walk you through all of the steps to score age 
division events separately just like we do for State, Regional and National 
Championship tournaments. 

Running Order: 

To send a running order to WaterSkiConnect for distribution to subscribing 
applications 

 Use WaterSkiConnect icon at top of window to establish a 2-way connection 
with the WaterSkiConnect messaging server. 

 If your event is a multi-lake event, then enter a value (I.E. Lake 1 or Lake 2 
or Turnpike or main lake or east-west, etc.) in the Event Sub Id textbox 
before making the connection.  The Event Sub Id must be shared with the 
boat to establish a relationship with the scoring computer and the boat path 
system being used on the same lake. The Event Sub Id can be any text string 
but must be the same for all systems subscribed to WaterSkiConnect for 
each lake. 

 When the connection is made it will return a dialog box showing the 
EventId, EventSubId, and the PIN.  The PIN can be shared with other 
systems that wants needs to request data for this age division event and lake. 

 After the connection is made, a label will be shown near the top of the 
window indicating a connection to WaterSkiConnect is active. 

 The connection information can be recalled (EventId, EventSubId, and the 
PIN) by /double clicking WaterskiConnect icon in the WSTIMS Main 
Toolbar at top of screen. 

 This dialog can also be used to display the connection response with the PIN 
button 



 This dialog can also be used to disconnect  
 To send the current event running order to WaterSkiConnect /go to the 

current event being scored panel Toolbar >click on Slalom >click on 
Running Order and select the age division (s) >click on the Send Skier List 
button. This sequence does not send your running orders to Live Scoring, 
that is a separate function. 

Slalom Entry: 
To send and receive messages to WaterSkiConnect for the Slalom event 

 Use WaterSkiConnect icon at top of window if a connection has not already 
been established 

 Prior to scoring any event group the scorer should be sure to enter 
official assignments.  The official Judges and Scorers assignments will be 
sent to the Boat Path Monitoring System at the start of each event group, 
except the driver which is sent with the pass information at the start of each 
pass 

 Select and prepare a skier for scoring as you normally would.  All 
interactions with the Boat Path Monitoring System happens in the 
background.  Skier information regarding each pass is sent at the start of 
each pass 

 Enter the judges scores as called in to scorer 
 After the judges scores have been entered and the boat time cell becomes 

active, the system will check for the appropriate boat time supplied by the 
Boat Path Monitoring System.  The system will appear to hesitate for 1 to 2 
seconds.  If data is available then the time will automatically be filled in and 
the boat path monitoring will be shown to the right of boat timing chart. 

 If the data is not found immediately, the scorer can manually initiate a 
recheck for the data by clicking on the Time Clock icon to the left of the 
boat time cell.  If data is available, then the time will automatically be filled 
in and the boat path monitoring will be shown to the right of boat timing 
chart. If the data from the Boat Path Monitoring System is not received in 3 
or 4 seconds, then you should insert a correct time manually in the Time Cell 
and then you will be ready for the next pass information from the officials 
and Boat Path Monitoring System. If there is still an issue, then the time in 
the cell can be replaced manually so you can move on to the next pass 
information. 



 Additional note: To view the boat path information for an earlier pass 
simply click anywhere in the row for the pass to be viewed. 

Jump Entry is optional for 2021, but strongly recommended for informational 
usage by all officials: 
To send and receive messages to WaterSkiConnect for the Jump event 

 Use WaterSkiConnect icon at top of window if a connection has not already 
been established. 

 Note that the dialog box has an additional checkbox (under the Event Sub 
ID) regarding using boat times for jump.  Please check with the Chief Judge 
and Tech Controller on whether this option should be used. 

 Prior to scoring any event group the scorer should be sure to enter 
official assignments.  The official assignments will be sent to the Boat Path 
Monitoring System at the start of each event group.   

 Select and prepare a skier for scoring as you normally would.  All 
interactions with the Boat Path Monitoring System happens in the 
background.  Skier information regarding each pass is sent at the start of 
each pass 

 Note that there is a new attribute to indicate the skiers boat path selection. 
The chart below is from the >Tools >List View >JumpSkierBoatPath data, 
in the second column “List Entry Code” is the codes that the program will be 
expecting from the scorer. Lines 2-4 have one code while lines 5-7 are the 
acceptable variations for lines 2-4. Lines 1 and 8 are set in stone! 



 Once the scorer has indicated if the jump is successful and any of the boat 
time cells becomes active, the system will check for the appropriate boat 
times supplied by the Boat Path Monitoring System, if being used.  The 
system will appear to hesitate for 1 to 2 seconds.  If data is available then the 
time will automatically be filled in and the boat path monitoring will be 
shown to the right of boat timing chart. 

 If the data is not found immediately the scorer can manually initiate a 
recheck for the data by clicking on the Time Clock icon to the right of the 
jump score cells.  If data is available then the time will automatically be 
filled in and the boat path monitoring will be shown to the right of boat 
timing chart. . If the data from the Boat Path Monitoring System is not 
received in 3 or 4 seconds, then you should insert a correct time manually in 
the Time Cell and then you will be ready for the next pass information from 
the officials and Boat Path Monitoring System. If there is still an issue, then 
the time in the cell can be replaced manually so you can move on to the next 
pass information. 

 At the same time the boat times are checked the system will check for a 
jump score.  If the video measuring system being used is also sending 
messages to WaterSkiConnect then the jump distances will be filled in.  

 Additional note: To view the boat path information for an earlier pass 
simply click anywhere in the row for the pass to be viewed 

Using WSTIMS Optional Event Groups 
If you choose the use the event/age division or other grouping options, then just set 
everything up like you have always done and WSTIMS will take care of separating 
the information out of the program and inserting the data in the IWWF required 
format and submitting it to the IWWF without any further work by the Chief 
Scorer of the tournament. Everything will be taken care of when you have 
WSTIMS prepare your tournament report package (ZIP file). 
 
This same tutorial is attached to this Newsletter in a PDF format for you. 
 
Thanks, Dave and Jeff  
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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 7.0.1.6 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 7.0.1.6 is now available for download. This update takes care 
of issues that came from our first tournaments that used the SurePath system and 
had to be changed to make everything work as it is intended. 
 
HD File For IWWF L/R Tournaments 
There have been tournament report packages that have been sent in without the HD 
file included and being added at a later date. This is causing system issues 
throughout the AWSA and the IWWF systems, so Dave has placed a must have 
stipulation in the program so that you will not be able to complete your 
Tournament Report package until that file is in your tournament folder. 
 
Completion Of Officials Work Assignments File For Each Event  
We found that some scorers did not have their event officials list completed before 
the event started and this delayed getting the information into WaterSkiConnect 
before the event started and this was the original setup. This did not turn out to be 
the best procedure, so now the scorer is encouraged to be ready to go before the 
event starts, but if there is a short delay in entering the names, the program is going 
to send the officials list at the start of each skier. Keep in mind that the key primary 
information that is needed is the name of the Boat Driver! 
 
Two Drivers In Same Event Option 
An option to have dual drivers in a Slalom or a Jump event has been added to the 
Officials Work Assignment list. The scorer will select the driver for the skier from 
a dropdown so that the SurePath data will match the driver data. 
 
 
 



This Is The Correct Scoring Computer and Boat Rover Phone Setup 
Connecting Boat Rover Phone to WSTIMS and SurePath Judge screen. 
 
1) The Sanction # must match WSTIMS (should be ALL CAPS), without the 
"L/R". 
 
2) All connected to WaterSkiConnect (WSTIMS, Boat Rover Phone in "Scoring 
Mode", SurePath Judging screen- "Scoring Server") 
 
3) Get the PIN number from WSTIMS (Different each day, which is assigned by 
WaterSkiConnect) and is ONLY required to be entered on the SurePath Judging 
Screen prior to connecting, NOT IN THE BOAT ROVER PHONE. 
 
4) The "EVENT SUB ID" in the Boat Rover phone and SurePath Judging Screen 
are to remain blank (nothing), UNLESS you are running two lakes, and TWO 
WSTIMS Computers with each having its own SUB ID. Such as “Main lake” 
“Turnpike lake”. 
 
IF you have something in the BOAT ROVER PHONE under "SUB ID", and 
NOT setup in WSTIMS, the data WILL NOT be transferred to WSTIMS. 
 
IF the BOAT ROVER PHONE is connected to WaterSkiConnect and you do 
INPUT something in SUB ID, then DELETE it, THEN you must EXIT out of 
BOAT LANE, and then go back into the BOAT LANE. 
 
Going to be an interesting summer. 
 
Thanks, Dave and Jeff 
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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed, send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 7.0.1.7 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 7.0.1.7 is now available for download. This update makes 
improvements in the interaction with SurePath and fixes some bugs that were 
discovered recently in some other areas of the program. 
 
SurePath Power Point For Using The Program With WSTIMS 
Debbie Kern has produced a great Power Point presentation on how to use 
WSTIMS with SurePath and as a scorer, what you can expect and need to do. (See 
attachment) 
 
SurePath Program Link For Downloading To Scoring Computer 
The SurePath program is on the USA-WSWS website in the AWSA Technical 
section and all updates will be located there. The link to the current SurePath 
program is: Home - Sure-Path GPS Boat Lane Tracking (sure-path.com) 
 
SurePath Test With WSTIMS 
A test module has been created for you to test the use of WSTIMS with the 
SurePath program in the comfort of your home before you venture out into the real 
world of tournament usage. (see attachment) 
 
You will be better prepared to use the new WSTIMS/SurePath procedures if you 
do the WSTIMS/SurePath Power Point presentation and then do the test module. 
 
Good luck and we hope to see you this summer, Dave and Jeff. 
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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 7.0.2.3 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 7.0.2.3 is now available for download. This update fixes some 
bugs and issues that were discovered and Dave has been working his way through 
the issues. I will address the significant issues and the minor fixes will just be there 
for you this summer.  
 
SurePath Judging Screen 
Version 2.5.3 of the SurePath program is available in the AWSA section of the 
USA-WSWS website in the Technical Controllers section.  
AWSA Technical Controllers Resources (teamusa.org) 
If you will be using a separate monitor to display this screen, you will need to 
download the latest version of the program.  
 
In Issue 01 of the newsletter, we published the connection procedures for the 
program using the WaterSkiConnect button on your Slalom scoring screen. This 
will still work as we planned and WSTIMS will gather the data in the background 
for the required reports and will automatically populate the pass times box with the 
boat times, but if there is a glitch and the time does not appear, then click on the 
Clock icon in the box to the left of the Boat Time box and the program will request 
that the data be sent again. If this fails then fill in the time manually like you have 
always done and move on to the next pass. 
 
Dave has added two new editable reports to the Slalom tab. 

1. Boat Path Import Report – This can be used to edit/correct the driver, skier 
id, round and pass if sending the skier information was missed initially. Edit 
as necessary and remember to click the “Save” button to make sure your 
edits are saved. You can also “Export” the file for printing purposes for 
review. 



2. Boat Time Import Report – The instructions in number 1 above also apply to 
this report. 

 
We are working on an updated version of the complete How To Use SurePath in 
WSTIMS and will publish it as soon as the day to day updates slow down to a 
reasonable level of acceptance. Hopefully this will all be taken care of by the time 
that the Rules committee can present the appropriate rules for usage of the 
SurePath data can be presented to the Board of Directors for actual use and this 
will in all probability be after the IWWF World Tournament in October. 
 
IWWF License Verification 
The program will now verify from the USA-WSWS and IWWF database the 
IWWF license numbers for all class L & R participants and will also (if you have 
an internet connection) verify the information if you add a skier to the registration 
file or update the class of a skier in the Running Order screen for the event if the 
participant has not skied or event scoring panel if they have skied. Be sure and 
select the next skier in the list so and changes to the data for the class change or 
performance will be recorded in the tournament files. 
 
WSTIMS Handles Dual Boat Drivers  
The program will now handle the Dual Boat Drivers in the Officials Assignment 
screen and transmit the data to the WaterSkiConnect/SurePath program for both 
the slalom and jump events. As of right now, the selected driver will revert back to 
the first one in the list when you move to the next skier.  This will be improved in 
the future.  
 
Thanks, and see you somewhere this summer, Jeff & Dave 
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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed, send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 7.0.2.7 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 7.0.2.7 is now available for download. This updates over the 
past several months have been to make corrections and additions to the use of the 
new SurePath program that is being setup and tested to be ready for use when it is 
approved by the IWWF Technical committee and the AWSA Rules committee and 
then approved by the NGB governing bodies for use next season. 
 
Using Excel Installed On Your Computer Versus Microsoft 365 
When a record is set in any event and you export the record forms, the program 
uses Excel to accomplish this and it does take a couple of minutes to complete the 
two documents. 
 
If you have Excel installed on your computer you will not have any problems, but 
if you are using the Microsoft 365 based Excel program, you have to be 
“LOGGED INTO 365 BEFORE” you start this process. 
 
Before you start the export make sure that you have the correct officials for the 
event entered in the “Officials Work Assignment”, the “Chief Officials Contact” 
form completed, this information is used to complete the forms. 
 
SurePath Time Autofill When Score Is Less Than 6 
When the score is less than 6 the autofill of the boat time will not take place until 
the boat has completed the full run of the course. If you have filled in the scores 
and the time has not autofilled, click on the “clock” in the cell next to the time cell 
and a request will be sent to the system for the time and the autofill will take place. 
“Patience is a virtue” in this situation! 
 
 



When Using SurePath The Next Pass Is A Repeat…. Sometimes 
Several scorers have reported that when they are running the SurePath program, 
that when they have scored a pass and the time has autofilled and the cursor is now 
in the first box of the next pass, that pass shows as a repeat of the previous pass. 
This is an apparent error that we cannot recreate. BEFORE YOU CORRECT 
THE ERROR… start an email to me or Dave and then go to your tournament 
folder and attach the (sanction number) 21XYYY-log file to the email so Dave can 
find the anomaly that is creating this error. 
 
When you have sent the email, then place the cursor in the first cell of the duplicate 
pass and > click Delete > then hit return or enter and the correct next pass should 
appear ready to score. This DOES happen randomly and does not occur on every 
pass. Just a heads up. 
 
Adding Participants Without Internet Connection 
All tournament setups require an “Internet Connection” to complete. If the OLR 
system created the entry list, and you have an internet connection then you import 
it into WSTIMS. If the LOC used mail in entries, then you have to find them in the 
USA-WSWS system using your internet connection. 
 
If you will not have any internet connection at the tournament site, then you will 
need to download the text file membership list from USA-WSWS using your 
internet connection at home or work. THE OLD EXCEL TEMPLATE IS NOT 
AVAILABLE ANYMORE. 
 
To download the membership text file by State to your tournament folder for 
reference, do the following: 
 
Go to > Tournament > Registration >Add – in the State Cell type the two digit 
state code > Search. This will show you a list of all of the members in the state and 
you can then click on > Export and your tournament folder will show on the screen 
> give the list a file name and click > Save. You can do this for as many states as 
you think you will need. 
 
Then when you need to add a participant, go to your list and write down all of the 
necessary information and then click on > New Member and fill in the form 
manually to create the new entry. This is the only way to make this work. 
 
Real Internet connections, Smart phone hotspots or MiFi are the only way to use 
the automated system.  



 

 
 
Wrong Boat Driver Showing In Scoring Screen And SurePath Judge Screen 
When using SurePath the wrong driver could be listed in your WSTIMS Slalom 
screen in the “Driver” cell.  

 
This is easy to fix. Go to > Officials Work Assignment > correct the Boat Driver 
that is listed > click to the next cell and then > Save. This will correct your 
WSTIMS scoring screen and correct the name of the Driver in SurePath. 
 



Now you need to correct the Boat Path Report. Go to the main Taskbar > Slalom > 
Boat Path Import Report. The correct Driver should be Chapman, Greg, so > place 
your cursor in the Driver Member ID cell (column 10) > enter the member ID for 
Greg in the cell > move to next cell and WSTIMS will change the Driver Name. 
Do this for any edits that are necessary in the report and then “save your work, The 
report will then be corrected and WSTIMS will continue to enter the SurePath data 
in the corrected report. NOTE: WSTIMS is expecting key strokes for the 
member ID, so copy/paste does not work! 

 
 
At this point good luck at your Regionals and at the Nationals and if you need us, 
we will be at our Regional tournaments and at the Nationals. Jeff & Dave 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


